As required by the US Department of Commerce's State Broadband Data and Development Grant Program, if broadband service is available to at least one household in a census block, then for mapping purposes, that entire census block is reported to have some level of broadband availability. As such, broadband availability at an exact address location cannot be guaranteed. Providers supplying more specific data than census block are displayed as such.

This map represents areas of broadband service availability determined by technical analysis of provider networks and accommodations for the impact of external factors on service quality. Satellite broadband services may also be available.

Speed maps are based on an aggregation of data transmission speeds gathered from a sampling of consumers volunteering to utilize online speed testing tools. Download and upload speeds can be affected by network congestion along the entire path of the test, shared connections at the end user's location, and/or potential hardware limitations on the tested computer. Speed maps are not a depiction of broadband availability or adoption, nor are they necessarily an indicator of the available bandwidth within a given geographic area.

Map users are encouraged to participate in improving broadband data granularity through data validation and field testing efforts. Learn more about this and other broadband mapping facts at www.connectedtx.org.

*County Average Not Represented in This Tier
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